
Think Again! 
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Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

A 

ABSORB ABBORS to take up or in  

ACCEDE ACCDEE to consent (to permit or approve)  

ACCENT ACCENT to pronounce with prominence  

ACCEPT ACCEPT to receive willingly  

ACCUSE ACCESU to make assertion against  

ACHING ACGHIN ACHE, to suffer dull, continuous pain  

ACTING ACGINT ACT, to do something  

ACTION ACINOT to bring lawsuit against  

ADAPTS AADPST ADAPT, to make suitable  

ADDICT ACDDIT to devote or surrender to something habitually or compulsively 

ADDING ADDGIN ADD, to combine or join so as to bring about increase  

ADJUST ADJSTU to bring to more satisfactory state  

ADMITS ADIMST ADMIT, to allow to enter  

ADOPTS ADOPST ADOPT, to take into one's family by legal means  

ADORNS ADNORS ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive  

AFFIRM AFFIMR to state positively  

AGENTS AEGNST AGENT, to act as representative for  

ALIGNS AGILNS ALIGN, to arrange in straight line  

ALLOTS ALLOST ALLOT, to give as share or portion  

ALTERS AELRST ALTER, to make different  

ANOINT AINNOT to apply oil to as sacred rite  

APPEAR AAEPPR to come into view  

ARGUED ADEGRU ARGUE, to present reasons for or against  

ARGUES AEGRSU ARGUE, to present reasons for or against  

ARMING AGIMNR ARM, to supply with weapons  

AROUSE AEORSU to stimulate  

ARREST AERRST to seize and hold by legal authority  

ASCEND ACDENS to go or move upward  

ASSAIL AAILSS to attack (to set upon violently)  

ASSESS AESSSS to estimate value of for taxation  

ASSIGN AGINSS to set apart for particular purpose  

ASSORT AORSST to distribute into groups according to kind or class  

ASSUME AEMSSU to take on  

ASSURE AERSSU to insure (to guarantee against loss) 

ATTACH AACHTT to connect as associated part  

ATTACK AACKTT to set upon violently  

ATTAIN AAINTT to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort 

AVAILS AAILSV AVAIL, to be of use or advantage to  

AVOWED ADEOVW AVOW, to declare openly  

AWAKED AADEKW AWAKE, to wake up  

AWAKEN AAEKNW to awake (to wake up)  

AWAKES AAEKSW AWAKE, to wake up  

AWOKEN AEKNOW AWAKE, to wake up  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 
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B 

BAITED ABDEIT BAIT, to lure (to attract with something desirable)  

BASING ABGINS BASE, to found (to come upon after search)  

BATING ABGINT BATE, to reduce force of  

BEGINS BEGINS BEGIN, to start (to set out)  

BELLED BDEELL BELL, to provide with bell (ringing device)  

BIDDEN BDDEIN BID, to make bid (offer of price)  

BILLED BDEILL BILL, to present statement of costs to  

BIRTHS BHIRST BIRTH, to originate  

BLENDS BDELNS BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together  

BLOOMS BLMOOS BLOOM, to bear flowers  

BOARDS ABDORS BOARD, to take meals for fixed price  

BODIED BDDEIO BODY, to give form to  

BODIES BDEIOS BODY, to give form to  

BOILED BDEILO BOIL, to vaporize liquid  

BOOKED BDEKOO BOOK, to engage services  

BOOTED BDEOOT BOOT, to load program into computer  

BORING BGINOR BORE, BEAR, to endure (to last (to continue in existence))  

BOTTLE BELOTT to put into bottle (rigid container)  

BOUGHT BGHOTU BUY, to purchase (to acquire by payment of money)  

BOUNDS BDNOSU BOUND, BIND, to tie or secure  

BRANCH ABCHNR to form branches (offshoots)  

BRANDS ABDNRS BRAND, to mark with hot iron  

BREEDS BDEERS BREED, to cause to give birth  

BUFFED BDEFFU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing)  

BUILDS BDILSU BUILD, to construct  

BURIED BDEIRU BURY, to put in ground and cover with earth  

BURIES BEIRSU BURY, to put in ground and cover with earth  

BUTTED BDETTU BUTT, to hit with head  

BUTTER BERTTU to spread with butter (milk product)  

BUTTON BNOTTU to fasten with button (small disk)  

BUYING BGINUY BUY, to purchase (to acquire by payment of money)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

C 

CALLED ACDELL CALL, to summon (to order to appear)  

CANING ACGINN CANE, to weave or furnish with cane (hollow woody stems)  

CANTED ACDENT CANT, to tilt or slant  

CANTER ACENRT to ride horse at moderate pace  

CAPPED ACDEPP CAP, to provide with cap (type of head covering)  

CARPET ACEPRT to cover floor with heavy fabric  

CEDING CDEGIN CEDE, to yield (to give up)  

CEMENT CEEMNT to bind firmly  

CENSOR CENORS to delete objectionable word or passage 

CENTER CEENRT to place at center (midpoint)  

CESSED CDEESS CESS, to tax or assess  

CESSES CEESSS CESS, to tax or assess  
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CHANGE ACEGHN to make different  

CHARGE ACEGHR to accuse formally  

CHARTS ACHRST CHART, to map out  

CHEATS ACEHST CHEAT, to defraud (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means))  

CHECKS CCEHKS CHECK, to inspect (to look carefully at or over)  

CHEWED CDEEHW CHEW, to crush or grind with teeth  

CHOOSE CEHOOS to take by preference  

CHOSEN CEHNOS CHOOSE, to take by preference  

CIRCLE CCEILR to move or revolve around  

CITING CGIINT CITE, to quote as authority or example  

CLAIMS ACILMS CLAIM, to demand as one's due  

CLASPS ACLPSS CLASP, to embrace tightly  

CLEANS ACELNS CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain  

CLOTHE CEHLOT to provide with clothing  

COALED ACDELO COAL, to supply with coal (carbon fuel)  

COATED ACDEOT COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment)  

COCKED CCDEKO COCK, to tilt to one side  

CODIFY CDFIOY to arrange or systematize  

CODING CDGINO CODE, to convert into symbols  

COILED CDEILO COIL, to wind in even rings  

COINED CDEINO COIN, to make coins (metal currency)  

COLORS CLOORS COLOR, to give color (visual attribute of objects) to  

COLOUR CLOORU to color (to give color (visual attribute of objects) to)  

COMBED BCDEMO COMB, to arrange or clean with comb (toothed instrument)  

COMMIT CIMMOT to do, perform, or perpetrate  

CONFER CEFNOR to bestow (to present as gift)  

CONNED CDENNO CON, to study carefully / CONN, to direct steering of ship  

CONVEY CENOVY to transport  

COOKED CDEKOO COOK, to prepare food by heating  

COPIED CDEIOP COPY, to imitate (to behave in same way as)  

COPIES CEIOPS COPY, to imitate (to behave in same way as)  

CORDED CDDEOR CORD, to fasten with cord (thin rope)  

CORKED CDEKOR CORK, to stop up  

COUNTS CNOSTU COUNT, to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total  

COUPED CDEOPU COUP, to overturn (to turn over)  

COUPLE CELOPU to unite in pairs  

COURSE CEORSU to cause hounds to chase game  

COVERS CEORSV COVER, to place something over or upon  

CRATED ACDERT CRATE, to put in packing box  

CRATES ACERST CRATE, to put in packing box  

CREATE ACEERT to cause to exist  

CROWNS CNORSW CROWN, to supply with crown (royal headpiece)  

CURRED CDERRU CURR, to purr (to utter low, vibrant sound)  

CURVED CDERUV CURVE, to deviate from straightness  

CURVES CERSUV CURVE, to deviate from straightness  

CYCLED CCDELY CYCLE, to ride bicycle  

CYCLES CCELSY CYCLE, to ride bicycle  
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Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

D 

DAMAGE AADEGM to injure (to do or cause injury to)  

DATING ADGINT DATE, to determine or record date of  

DECIDE CDDEEI to make choice or judgment  

DEEMED DDEEEM DEEM, to hold as opinion  

DEFEAT ADEEFT to win victory over  

DEFECT CDEEFT to desert allegiance  

DEFIED DDEEFI DEFY, to resist openly and boldly  

DEFIES DEEFIS DEFY, to resist openly and boldly  

DEFINE DEEFIN to state meaning of  

DEMAND ADDEMN to ask for with authority  

DENIED DDEEIN DENY, to declare to be untrue  

DENIES DEEINS DENY, to declare to be untrue  

DEPLOY DELOPY to position troops for battle  

DESIGN DEGINS to conceive and plan out  

DIALED ADDEIL DIAL, to manipulate calibrated disk  

DIGEST DEGIST to render food usable for body  

DIPPED DDEIPP DIP, to immerse briefly  

DIRECT CDEIRT to control or conduct affairs of  

DIVIDE DDEIIV to separate into parts, areas, or groups  

DOCKED CDDEKO DOCK, to bring into dock (wharf)  

DONNED DDENNO DON, to put on  

DOUBLE BDELOU to make twice as great  

DOUBTS BDOSTU DOUBT, to be uncertain about  

DRAFTS ADFRST DRAFT, to conscript for military service  

DREAMS ADEMRS DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)  

DREAMT ADEMRT DREAM, to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)  

DRILLS DILLRS DRILL, to bore hole in  

DRIVEN DEINRV DRIVE, to urge or propel forward  

DRIVES DEIRSV DRIVE, to urge or propel forward  

DRYING DGINRY DRY, to make dry  

DUBBED BBDDEU DUB, to confer knighthood on  

DYEING DEGINY DYE, to treat with dye (coloring matter)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

E 

EARNED ADEENR EARN, to gain or deserve for one's labor or service  

ECHOED CDEEHO ECHO, to produce echo  

ECHOES CEEHOS ECHO, to produce echo  

EDITED DDEEIT EDIT, to correct and prepare for publication  

EJECTS CEEJST EJECT, to throw out forcibly  

ELECTS CEELST ELECT, to select by vote for office  

EMBARK ABEKMR to make start  

EMBODY BDEMOY to provide with body  

EMERGE EEEGMR to come out into view  
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EMPLOY ELMOPY to hire (to engage services of for payment)  

ENACTS ACENST ENACT, to make into law  

ENDOWS DENOSW ENDOW, to provide with something  

ENGAGE AEEGGN to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment 

ENJOYS EJNOSY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from  

ENLIST EILNST to engage for military service  

ENROLL ELLNOR to enter name of in register, record, or roll  

ENTERS EENRST ENTER, to come or go into  

EQUIPS EIPQSU EQUIP, to provide with whatever is needed  

ERECTS CEERST ERECT, to build (to construct)  

EVOKED DEEKOV EVOKE, to call forth  

EVOKES EEKOSV EVOKE, to call forth  

EXPELS EELPSX EXPEL, to force out  

EXPORT EOPRTX to send to other countries for commercial purposes  

EXPOSE EEOPSX to lay open to view  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

F 

FACING ACFGIN FACE, to oppose or meet defiantly  

FALLEN AEFLLN FALL, to descend under force of gravity  

FASTEN AEFNST to secure (to make firm or tight)  

FELLED DEEFLL FELL, FALL, to descend under force of gravity  

FENCED CDEEFN FENCE, to practice art of fencing  

FENCES CEEFNS FENCE, to practice art of fencing  

FIGHTS FGHIST FIGHT, to attempt to defeat adversary  

FIGURE EFGIRU to compute (to calculate)  

FILING  FGIILN   FILE, to arrange in order for future reference  

FILLED  DEFILL  FILL, to put as much as can be held into  

FILMED DEFILM FILM, to make motion picture  

FILTER  EFILRT  to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter)  

FINING FGIINN FINE, to subject to fine (monetary penalty)  

FINISH FHIINS to bring to end  

FIRING FGIINR FIRE, to project by discharging from gun  

FITTED DEFITT FIT, to bring to required form and size  

FIXING FGIINX FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition)  

FLEXED DEEFLX FLEX, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness))  

FLEXES EEFLSX FLEX, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness))  

FLOATS AFLOST FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid  

FLOODS DFLOOS FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water)  

FLOWED DEFLOW FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along  

FLOWER EFLORW to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants)  

FLUXED DEFLUX FLUX, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)  

FLUXES EFLSUX FLUX, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)  

FLYING FGILNY FLY, to hit ball high into air in baseball  

FOLDED DDEFLO FOLD, to lay one part over another part of  

FOREST EFORST to convert into forest (densely wooded area)  

FORGED DEFGOR FORGE, to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes  
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FORGES EFGORS FORGE, to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes  

FORMAT AFMORT to produce in specified style  

FORMED DEFMOR FORM, to produce (to bring into existence)  

FOUGHT FGHOTU FIGHT, to attempt to defeat adversary  

FOUNDS DFNOSU FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search  

FRAMED ADEFMR FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts  

FRAMES AEFMRS FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts  

FREEZE EEEFRZ to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat  

FRONTS FNORST FRONT, to provide with front (forward part)  

FROZEN EFNORZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat  

FRYING FGINRY FRY, to cook over direct heat in hot fat or oil  

FUELED DEEFLU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy)  

FUNDED DDEFNU FUND, to provide money for  

FUSING FGINSU FUSE, to equip with fuse (detonating device)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

G 

GAINED ADEGIN GAIN, to acquire (to come into possession of)  

GALING AGGILN GALE, to frolic playfully  

GATHER AEGHRT to bring together into one place or group [ 

GAUGED ADEGGU GAUGE, to measure precisely  

GAUGES AEGGSU GAUGE, to measure precisely  

GEARED ADEEGR GEAR, to provide with gears (toothed machine parts)  

GELATE AEEGLT to gel (to become like jelly) 

GIFTED DEFGIT GIFT, to present with gift (something given without charge)  

GILDED DDEGIL GILD, to cover with thin layer of gold  

GIVING GGIINV GIVE, to transfer freely to another's possession  

GLAZED ADEGLZ GLAZE, to fit windows with glass panes  

GLAZES AEGLSZ GLAZE, to fit windows with glass panes  

GLOWED DEGLOW GLOW, to emit light and heat  

GLUING GGILNU GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance)  

GORGED DEGGOR GORGE, to stuff with food  

GORGES EGGORS GORGE, to stuff with food  

GRADED ADDEGR GRADE, to arrange in steps or degrees  

GRADES ADEGRS GRADE, to arrange in steps or degrees  

GRAFTS AFGRST GRAFT, to unite with growing plant by insertion  

GRANTS AGNRST GRANT, to bestow upon  

GRATED ADEGRT GRATE, to reduce to shreds by rubbing  

GRATES AEGRST GRATE, to reduce to shreds by rubbing  

GREENS EEGNRS GREEN, to become green  

GREETS EEGRST GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way  

GRINDS DGINRS GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction  

GROOMS GMOORS GROOM, to clean and care for  

GROOVE EGOORV to form groove (long, narrow depression)  

GROUND DGNORU GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction / to place on foundation 

GROUPS GOPRSU GROUP, to arrange in group (assemblage of persons or things)  
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Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

H 

HAMMER AEHMMR to strike repeatedly  

HANDLE ADEHLN to touch with hands  

HANGED ADEGHN HANG, to attach from above only  

HARDEN ADEHNR to make hard  

HASHED ADEHHS HASH, to mince (to cut into very small pieces)  

HASHES AEHHSS HASH, to mince (to cut into very small pieces)  

HEARSE AEEHRS to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses)  

HEATED ADEEHT HEAT, to make hot  

HEELED DEEEHL HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe)  

HEMMED DEEHMM HEM, to provide with edge  

HINGED DEGHIN HINGE, to attach jointed device  

HINGES EGHINS HINGE, to attach jointed device  

HIRING GHIINR HIRE, to engage services of for payment  

HOUSED DEHOSU HOUSE, to lodge in house (building in which people live)  

HOUSES EHOSSU HOUSE, to lodge in house (building in which people live)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

I 

IGNITE EGIINT to set on fire  

IMAGED ADEGIM IMAGE, to imagine (to form mental picture of)  

IMAGES AEGIMS IMAGE, to imagine (to form mental picture of)  

IMPORT IMOPRT to bring into country from abroad  

IMPOSE EIMOPS to establish as compulsory  

INCITE  CEIINT  to arouse to action  

INCURS CINRSU INCUR, to bring upon oneself  

INDICT CDIINT to charge with crime  

INDUCE CDEINU to influence into doing something  

INDUCT CDINTU to bring into military service  

INFECT CEFINT to contaminate with disease-producing germs  

INFORM FIMNOR to supply with information  

INFUSE EFINSU to permeate with something  

INJECT  CEIJNT  to force fluid into  

INJURE EIJNRU to do or cause injury to  

INKING GIIKNN INK, to mark with ink (colored fluid used for writing)  

INSERT EINRST to put in  

INSURE EINRSU to guarantee against loss  

INTERS EINRST INTER, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth)  

INVADE ADEINV to enter for conquest or plunder  

INVENT EINNTV to devise originally  

INVEST EINSTV to commit something of value for future profit  

INVITE  EIINTV  to request presence of  

INVOKE EIKNOV to appeal to for aid  

ISSUED DEISSU ISSUE, to come forth  

ISSUES EISSSU ISSUE, to come forth  
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Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

J 

JACKET ACEJKT to provide with jacket (short coat)  

JIGGED DEGGIJ JIG, to bob (to move up and down)  

JIGGER EGGIJR to jerk up and down  

JOINED DEIJNO JOIN, to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)  

JUDGED DDEGJU JUDGE, to decide on critically  

JUDGES DEGJSU JUDGE, to decide on critically  

JUGGLE EGGJLU to perform feats of manual dexterity  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

K 

KEYING EGIKNY KEY, to provide with key (device used to turn bolt in lock)  

KINDLE DEIKLN to cause to burn  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

L 

LABELS ABELLS LABEL, to describe or designate  

LACING ACGILN LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges)  

LANDED ADDELN LAND, to set down upon land (solid ground)  

LAPSED ADELPS LAPSE, to fall from previous standard  

LAPSES AELPSS LAPSE, to fall from previous standard  

LAUNCH ACHLNU to set in motion  

LAYING AGILNY LAY, LIE, to be in or get into horizontal position  

LEARNS AELNRS LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study  

LEARNT AELNRT LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study  

LEASED ADEELS LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent  

LEASES AEELSS LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent  

LEGATE AEEGLT to bequeath (to grant by testament)  

LETTER EELRTT to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds)  

LEVANT AELNTV to avoid debt  

LIGHTS GHILST LIGHT, to illuminate  

LINING GIILNN LINE, to mark with lines (slender, continuous marks)  

LINKED DEIKLN LINK, to connect (to join together)  

LISTED DEILST LIST, to write down in particular order  

LISTEN EILNST to make conscious use of sense of hearing  

LIVING GIILNV LIVE, to function as animal or plant  

LOADED ADDELO LOAD, to place in or on means of conveyance  

LOANED ADELNO LOAN, to lend (to give temporary use of)  

LOCATE ACELOT to determine position of  

LOCKED CDEKLO LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device  

LOOKED DEKLOO LOOK, to use one's eyes in seeing  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

M 

MAILED ADEILM MAIL, to send by governmental postal system  

MAKING AGIKMN MAKE, to cause to exist  
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MANNED ADEMNN MAN, to supply with men  

MAPPED ADEMPP MAP, to delineate on map (representation of region)  

MARKED ADEKMR MARK, to make visible impression on  

MARKET AEKMRT to offer for sale  

MASTER AEMRST to become skilled in  

MATING AGIMNT MATE, to join as mates (partners in union)  

MELTED DEELMT MELT, to change from solid to liquid state by heat  

MENDED DDEEMN MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition)  

MERGED DEEGMR MERGE, to combine (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together))  

MERGES EEGMRS MERGE, to combine (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together))  

MINDED DDEIMN MIND, to heed (to pay attention to)  

MINTED DEIMNT MINT, to produce by stamping metal, as coins  

MIXING GIIMNX MIX, to put together into one mass  

MODELS DELMOS MODEL, to plan or form after pattern  

MODIFY DFIMOY to change in form or character  

MOLDED DDELMO MOLD, to work into particular shape  

MOTION IMNOOT to signal by bodily movement  

MOULDS DLMOSU MOULD, to mold (to work into particular shape)  

MOUNTS MNOSTU MOUNT, to get up on  

MOVING GIMNOV MOVE, to change from one position to another  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

N 

NAILED ADEILN NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)  

NAMING AGIMNN NAME, to give title to  

NESTED DEENST NEST, to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)  

NOTIFY FINOTY to inform (to supply with information)  

NOVATE AENOTV to replace old contract with new one  

NUMBER BEMNRU to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) 

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

O 

OBJECT BCEJOT to argue in opposition  

OBTAIN ABINOT to gain possession of  

OCCUPY CCOPUY to engage attention or energies of  

OCCURS CCORSU OCCUR, to take place  

OFFEND DEFFNO to commit offense  

OFFERS EFFORS OFFER, to present for acceptance or rejection  

OILING GIILNO OIL, to supply with oil (greasy liquid used for lubrication, fuel, or illumination)  

OPENED DEENOP OPEN, to cause to become open  

OPPOSE EOOPPS to be in contention or conflict with  

ORDAIN ADINOR to invest with holy authority  

ORDERS DEORRS ORDER, to give command or instruction to  

ORIENT EINORT to adjust in relation to something else  

OUTFIT FIOTTU to equip (to provide with whatever is needed)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 
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P 

PACIFY ACFIPY to make peaceful  

PACKED ACDEKP PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage  

PAINTS AINPST PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)  

PAIRED ADEIPR PAIR, to arrange in sets of two  

PANELS AELNPS PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material  

PAPERS AEPPRS PAPER, to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)  

PARKED ADEKPR PARK, to leave vehicle in location for time  

PASSED ADEPSS PASS, to go by  

PASSES AEPSSS PASS, to go by  

PASTED ADEPST PASTE, to fasten with sticky mixture  

PAVING AGINPV PAVE, to cover with material that forms firm, level surface  

PAYING AGINPY PAY, to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services  

PEALED ADEELP PEAL, to ring out  

PEGGED DEEGGP PEG, to fasten with peg (wooden pin)  

PEOPLE EELOPP to furnish with inhabitants  

PERKED DEEKPR PERK, to prepare (coffee) in percolator  

PHRASE AEHPRS to express in words  

PINING GIINNP PINE, to yearn intensely  

PINNED DEINNP PIN, to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal)  

PLACED ACDELP PLACE, to set in particular position  

PLACES ACELPS PLACE, to set in particular position  

PLANTS ALNPST PLANT, to place in ground for growing  

PLATED ADELPT PLATE, to coat with thin layer of metal  

PLATES AELPST PLATE, to coat with thin layer of metal  

PLAYED ADELPY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport  

PLEADS ADELPS PLEAD, to ask for earnestly  

PLEDGE DEEGLP to give as security for something borrowed 

PLOWED DELOPW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement)  

PLUMBS BLMPSU PLUMB, to determine depth of  

PLUNGE EGLNPU to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something 

PLYING GILNPY PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly  

POINTS INOPST POINT, to indicate direction with finger  

POLISH HILOPS to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing  

POLLED DELLOP POLL, to question for purpose of surveying public opinion  

PORTED DEOPRT PORT, to shift to left side  

PORTER EOPRRT to carry luggage for pay  

POSING GINOPS POSE, to assume fixed position  

POSITS IOPSST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position)  

POTTED DEOPTT POT, to put in pot (round, fairly deep container)  

POURED DEOPRU POUR, to cause to flow  

POWERS EOPRSW POWER, to provide with means of propulsion  

PRICED CDEIPR PRICE, to set value on  

PRICES CEIPRS PRICE, to set value on  

PRINTS INPRST PRINT, to produce by pressed type on surface  

PRISED DEIPRS PRISE, to raise or force with lever  

PRISES EIPRSS PRISE, to raise or force with lever  
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PROBED BDEOPR PROBE, to investigate or examine thoroughly  

PROBES BEOPRS PROBE, to investigate or examine thoroughly  

PROOFS FOOPRS PROOF, to examine for errors  

PROVED DEOPRV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of  

PROVES EOPRSV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of  

PULSED DELPSU PULSE, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically)  

PULSES ELPSSU PULSE, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically)  

PUMPED DEMPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids)  

PURIFY FIPRUY to free from impurities  

PURSUE EPRSUU to follow in order to overtake or capture  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

Q 

QUESTS EQSSTU QUEST, to make search  

QUIRED DEIQRU QUIRE, to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four  

QUIRES EIQRSU QUIRE, to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

R 

RACKED ACDEKR RACK, to place in type of framework  

RAISED ADEIRS RAISE, to move to higher position  

RAISES AEIRSS RAISE, to move to higher position  

RECORD CDEORR to set down for preservation  

REMIND DEIMNR to cause to remember  

RENTED DEENRT RENT, REND, to tear apart forcibly  

REPEAT AEEPRT to say or do again  

REVIEW EEIRVW to view again  

REWARD ADERRW to give recompense to for worthy behavior  

RIGGED DEGGIR RIG, to put in proper condition for use  

RISING GIINRS RISE, to move upward  

ROLLED DELLOR ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over  

ROOFED DEFOOR ROOF, to provide with roof (external upper covering of building)  

ROUTED DEORTU ROUT, to defeat overwhelmingly / ROUTE, to send on particular course  

ROUTES EORSTU ROUTE, to send on particular course  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

S 

SADDLE ADDELS to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on  

SAILED ADEILS SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind  

SALUTE AELSTU to greet with sign of welcome or respect  

SAMPLE AELMPS to test representative portion of whole  

SAWING AGINSW SAW, SEE, to perceive with eyes  

SAYING AGINSY SAY, to utter (to give audible expression to)  

SCALED ACDELS SCALE, to climb up or over  

SCALES ACELSS SCALE, to climb up or over  

SCHOOL CHLOOS to educate in institution of learning  

SCORED CDEORS SCORE, to make point in game or contest  
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SCORES CEORSS SCORE, to make point in game or contest  

SCREEN CEENRS to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)  

SCRIPT CIPRST to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture  

SCULPT CLPSTU to form image or representation of from solid material  

SEALED ADEELS SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage  

SEARCH ACEHRS to look through or over carefully in order to find something  

SEASON AENOSS to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients  

SEATED ADEEST SEAT, to place on seat (something on which one sits)  

SECURE CEERSU to make firm or tight  

SEEDED DDEEES SEED, to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in  

SEEING EEGINS SEE, to perceive with eyes  

SEIZED DEEISZ SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly  

SEIZES EEISSZ SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly  

SELECT CEELST to choose (to take by preference)  

SERVED DEERSV SERVE, to work for  

SERVES EERSSV SERVE, to work for  

SETTLE EELSTT SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread  

SHAPED ADEHPS SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to  

SHAPES AEHPSS SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to  

SHAVED ADEHSV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots  

SHAVEN AEHNSV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots  

SHAVES AEHSSV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots  

SHINED DEHINS SHINE, to emit light  

SHINES EHINSS SHINE, to emit light  

SHOOTS HOOSST SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon  

SHOWED DEHOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen  

SHOWER EHORSW to bathe in spray of water  

SIDING DGIINS SIDE, to agree with or support  

SIFTED DEFIST SIFT, to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))  

SIGHTS GHISST SIGHT, to observe or notice  

SIGNED DEGINS SIGN, to write one's name on  

SILVER EILRSV to cover with silver (metallic element)  

SISTER EIRSST to treat like sister (female sibling)  

SITING GIINST SITE, to place in position for operation  

SIZING GIINSZ SIZE, to arrange according to size (physical proportions)  

SKETCH CEHKST to make rough, hasty drawing of  

SLATED ADELST SLATE, to cover with slate (roofing material)  

SLATES AELSST SLATE, to cover with slate (roofing material)  

SMELTS ELMSST SMELT, SMELL, to perceive by means of olfactory nerves  

SMOOTH HMOOST to make smooth 

SOAKED ADEKOS SOAK, to wet something thoroughly  

SODDED DDDEOS SOD, to cover with sod (turf)  

SOFTEN EFNOST to make soft  

SOLDER DELORS to join closely together  

SOLING GILNOS SOLE, to furnish with sole (bottom surface of shoe or boot)  

SOLVED DELOSV SOLVE, to find answer or explanation for  

SOLVES ELOSSV SOLVE, to find answer or explanation for  
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SORBED BDEORS SORB, to take up and hold by absorption or adsorption  

SORTED DEORST SORT, to arrange according to kind, class, or size  

SOUGHT GHOSTU SEEK, to go in search of  

SOUNDS DNOSSU SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)  

SOURCE CEORSU to obtain from point of origin  

SOWING GINOSW SOW, to scatter over land for growth, as seed  

SPACED ACDEPS SPACE, to set some distance apart  

SPACES ACEPSS SPACE, to set some distance apart  

SPADED ADDEPS SPADE, to take up with spade (digging implement)  

SPADES ADEPSS SPADE, to take up with spade (digging implement)  

SPEAKS AEKPSS SPEAK, to utter words  

SPECTS CEPSST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate)  

SPELLS ELLPSS SPELL, to name or write letters of in order  

SPIRED DEIPRS SPIRE, to rise in tapering manner  

SPIRES EIPRSS SPIRE, to rise in tapering manner  

SPITED DEIPST SPITE, to treat with malice  

SPITES EIPSST SPITE, to treat with malice  

SPLICE CEILPS to join at ends  

SPLITS  ILPSST  SPLIT, to separate lengthwise  

SPOKEN EKNOPS SPEAK, to utter words  

SPOOLS LOOPSS SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder  

SPRANG AGNPRS SPRING, to move upward suddenly and swiftly  

SPRAYS APRSSY SPRAY, to disperse in fine particles  

SPREAD ADEPRS to open or expand over larger area  

SPRING GINPRS to move upward suddenly and swiftly  

SPROUT OPRSTU to begin to grow  

SPRUNG GNPRSU SPRING, to move upward suddenly and swiftly  

STABLE ABELST to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals) 

STACKS ACKSST STACK, to pile (to lay one upon other)  

STAFFS AFFSST STAFF, to provide with staff (body of assistants)  

STAGED ADEGST STAGE, to produce for public view  

STAGES AEGSST STAGE, to produce for public view  

STAMPS AMPSST STAMP, to bring foot down heavily  

STARTS ARSSTT START, to set out  

STATED ADESTT STATE, to set forth in words  

STATES AESSTT STATE, to set forth in words  

STITCH CHISTT to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle 

STOCKS CKOSST STOCK, to keep for future sale or use  

STOKED DEKOST STOKE, to supply furnace with fuel  

STOKES EKOSST STOKE, to supply furnace with fuel  

STORED DEORST STORE, to put away for future use  

STORES EORSST STORE, to put away for future use  

STRAIN AINRST to exert to utmost  

STRESS ERSSST to place emphasis on  

STRIKE EIKRST to hit forcibly 

STRING GINRST to provide with strings (slender cords) 

STRIVE EIRSTV to exert much effort or energy  
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STROVE EORSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy  

STRUCK CKRSTU STRIKE, to hit forcibly  

STRUNG GNRSTU STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords)  

STUFFS FFSSTU STUFF, to fill or pack tightly  

STYLED DELSTY STYLE, to name (to give title to)  

STYLES ELSSTY STYLE, to name (to give title to)  

SUBMIT BIMSTU to yield to power of another  

SUMMON MMNOSU to order to appear  

SUPPLY LPPSUY to furnish with what is needed  

SURGED DEGRSU SURGE, to move in swelling manner  

SURGES EGRSSU SURGE, to move in swelling manner  

SURVEY ERSUVY to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

T 

TABLES ABELST TABLE, to place on table (piece of furniture having flat upper surface)  

TACKED ACDEKT TACK, to fasten with tacks (short, sharp-pointed nails)  

TACKLE ACEKLT to seize and throw to ground  

TAGGED ADEGGT TAG, to provide with tag (identifying marker)  

TAILED ADEILT TAIL, to provide with tail (hindmost part)  

TAILOR AILORT to fit with clothes  

TAKING AGIKNT TAKE, to get possession of  

TAPING AGINPT TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band)  

TARGET AEGRTT to make goal of  

TASTED ADESTT TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth  

TASTES AESSTT TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth  

TAUGHT AGHTTU TEACH, to impart knowledge or skill to  

TAXING AGINTX TAX, to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on  

TEAMED ADEEMT TEAM, to form team (group of persons associated in joint action)  

TEMPER EEMPRT to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent  

TESTED DEESTT TEST, to evaluate by examination  

THINKS HIKNST THINK, to formulate in mind  

THREAD ADEHRT to pass thread (very slender cord) through 

TIEING EGIINT TIE, to fasten with cord or rope  

TILING  GIILNT   TILE, to cover with tiles (thin slabs of baked clay)  

TIMING GIIMNT TIME, to determine speed or duration of  

TINTED DEINTT TINT, to color slightly or delicately  

TIRING GIINRT TIRE, to grow tired  

TITLED DEILTT TITLE, to furnish with title (distinctive appellation)  

TITLES  EILSTT  TITLE, to furnish with title (distinctive appellation)  

TOOLED DELOOT TOOL, to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)  

TOTALS ALOSTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of  

TRACED ACDERT TRACE, to follow course of  

TRACES ACERST TRACE, to follow course of  

TRACKS ACKRST TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle  

TRAINS AINRST TRAIN, to instruct systematically  

TREADS ADERST TREAD, to walk on, over, or along  
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TREATS AERSTT TREAT, to behave in particular way toward  

TRENCH CEHNRT to dig long, narrow excavation in ground 

TRIALS AILRST TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance  

TRYING GINRTY TRY, to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)  

TUNING GINNTU TUNE, to put into proper pitch  

TURNED DENRTU TURN, to move around central point  

TWEETS EESTTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)  

TWISTS ISSTTW TWIST, to combine by winding together  

TYPING GINPTY TYPE, to write with typewriter  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

U 

UNITED DEINTU UNITE, to bring together so as to form whole  

UNITES EINSTU UNITE, to bring together so as to form whole  

UTTERS ERSTTU UTTER, to give audible expression to  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

V 

VALUED ADELUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of  

VALUES AELSUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of  

VAMPED ADEMPV VAMP, to repair or patch  

VEALED ADEELV VEAL, to kill and prepare calf for food  

VENGED DEEGNV VENGE, to avenge (to exact retribution for)  

VENGES EEGNSV VENGE, to avenge (to exact retribution for)  

VERIFY EFIRVY to prove to be true  

VERSED DEERSV VERSE, to versify (to change from prose into metrical form)  

VERSES EERSSV VERSE, to versify (to change from prose into metrical form)  

VESTED DEESTV VEST, to place in control of  

VETTED DEETTV VET, to treat animals medically  

VIEWED DEEIVW VIEW, to look at  

VISING GIINSV VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device)  

VISION IINOSV to imagine (to form mental picture of) 

VISITS  IISSTV  VISIT, to go or come to see someone or something  

VISORS IORSSV VISOR, to provide with visor (projecting brim)  

VIVIFY  FIIVVY  to give life to 

VOICED CDEIOV VOICE, to express or utter  

VOICES CEIOSV VOICE, to express or utter  

VOLTED DELOTV VOLT, to make quick movement in fencing to avoid thrust  

VOTING GINOTV VOTE, to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

W 

WAKENS AEKNSW WAKEN, to wake (to rouse from sleep)  

WAKING AGIKNW WAKE, to rouse from sleep  

WARDED ADDERW WARD, to turn aside  

WARMED ADEMRW WARM, to make warm  

WASHED ADEHSW WASH, to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid  
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WASHES AEHSSW WASH, to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid  

WAXING AGINWX WAX, to coat with wax (natural, heat-sensitive substance)  

WEAVED ADEEVW WEAVE, to form by interlacing threads  

WEAVES AEESVW WEAVE, to form by interlacing threads  

WEDDED DDDEEW WED, to marry (to enter into marriage)  

WEIGHS EGHISW WEIGH, to determine weight of  

WELDED DDEELW WELD, to join by applying heat  

WETTED DEETTW WET, to make wet  

WIDENS DEINSW WIDEN, to make wide or wider  

WINDED DDEINW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center  

WIRING GIINRW WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal)  

WORDED DDEORW WORD, to express in words (speech sounds that communicate meaning)  

WORKED DEKORW WORK, to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose  

WRITES EIRSTW WRITE, to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument  

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

X 

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

Y 

 

Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s 

Z 

ZEROED DEEORZ ZERO, to aim at exact center of target  

ZEROES EEORSZ ZERO, to aim at exact center of target  

ZONING GINNOZ ZONE, to arrange in zones (areas distinguished from other adjacent areas)  
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	EDITED DDEEIT EDIT, to correct and prepare for publication
	EJECTS CEEJST EJECT, to throw out forcibly
	ELECTS CEELST ELECT, to select by vote for office
	EMBARK ABEKMR to make start
	EMBODY BDEMOY to provide with body
	EMERGE EEEGMR to come out into view
	EMPLOY ELMOPY to hire (to engage services of for payment)
	ENACTS ACENST ENACT, to make into law
	ENDOWS DENOSW ENDOW, to provide with something
	ENGAGE AEEGGN to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment
	ENJOYS EJNOSY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from
	ENLIST EILNST to engage for military service
	ENROLL ELLNOR to enter name of in register, record, or roll
	ENTERS EENRST ENTER, to come or go into
	EQUIPS EIPQSU EQUIP, to provide with whatever is needed
	ERECTS CEERST ERECT, to build (to construct)
	EVOKED DEEKOV EVOKE, to call forth
	EVOKES EEKOSV EVOKE, to call forth
	EXPELS EELPSX EXPEL, to force out
	EXPORT EOPRTX to send to other countries for commercial purposes
	EXPOSE EEOPSX to lay open to view
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	F
	FACING ACFGIN FACE, to oppose or meet defiantly
	FALLEN AEFLLN FALL, to descend under force of gravity
	FASTEN AEFNST to secure (to make firm or tight)
	FELLED DEEFLL FELL, FALL, to descend under force of gravity
	FENCED CDEEFN FENCE, to practice art of fencing
	FENCES CEEFNS FENCE, to practice art of fencing
	FIGHTS FGHIST FIGHT, to attempt to defeat adversary
	FIGURE EFGIRU to compute (to calculate)
	FILING  FGIILN   FILE, to arrange in order for future reference
	FILLED  DEFILL  FILL, to put as much as can be held into
	FILMED DEFILM FILM, to make motion picture
	FILTER  EFILRT  to pass through filter (device for removing suspended matter)
	FINING FGIINN FINE, to subject to fine (monetary penalty)
	FINISH  FHIINS  to bring to end
	FIRING FGIINR FIRE, to project by discharging from gun
	FITTED DEFITT FIT, to bring to required form and size
	FIXING FGIINX FIX, to repair (to restore to good condition)
	FLEXED DEEFLX FLEX, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness))
	FLEXES EEFLSX FLEX, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness))
	FLOATS AFLOST FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid
	FLOODS DFLOOS FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water)
	FLOWED DEFLOW FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along
	FLOWER EFLORW to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants)
	FLUXED DEFLUX FLUX, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)
	FLUXES EFLSUX FLUX, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)
	FLYING FGILNY FLY, to hit ball high into air in baseball
	FOLDED DDEFLO FOLD, to lay one part over another part of
	FOREST EFORST to convert into forest (densely wooded area)
	FORGED DEFGOR FORGE, to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes
	FORGES EFGORS FORGE, to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes
	FORMAT AFMORT to produce in specified style
	FORMED DEFMOR FORM, to produce (to bring into existence)
	FOUGHT FGHOTU FIGHT, to attempt to defeat adversary
	FOUNDS DFNOSU FOUND, FIND, to come upon after search
	FRAMED ADEFMR FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts
	FRAMES AEFMRS FRAME, to construct by putting together various parts
	FREEZE EEEFRZ to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat
	FRONTS FNORST FRONT, to provide with front (forward part)
	FROZEN EFNORZ FREEZE, to become hardened into solid body by loss of heat
	FRYING FGINRY FRY, to cook over direct heat in hot fat or oil
	FUELED DEEFLU FUEL, to provide with fuel (material used to produce energy)
	FUNDED DDEFNU FUND, to provide money for
	FUSING FGINSU FUSE, to equip with fuse (detonating device)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	G
	GAINED ADEGIN GAIN, to acquire (to come into possession of)
	GALING AGGILN GALE, to frolic playfully
	GATHER AEGHRT to bring together into one place or group [
	GAUGED ADEGGU GAUGE, to measure precisely
	GAUGES AEGGSU GAUGE, to measure precisely
	GEARED ADEEGR GEAR, to provide with gears (toothed machine parts)
	GELATE AEEGLT to gel (to become like jelly)
	GIFTED DEFGIT GIFT, to present with gift (something given without charge)
	GILDED DDEGIL GILD, to cover with thin layer of gold
	GIVING GGIINV GIVE, to transfer freely to another's possession
	GLAZED ADEGLZ GLAZE, to fit windows with glass panes
	GLAZES AEGLSZ GLAZE, to fit windows with glass panes
	GLOWED DEGLOW GLOW, to emit light and heat
	GLUING GGILNU GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance)
	GORGED DEGGOR GORGE, to stuff with food
	GORGES EGGORS GORGE, to stuff with food
	GRADED ADDEGR GRADE, to arrange in steps or degrees
	GRADES ADEGRS GRADE, to arrange in steps or degrees
	GRAFTS AFGRST GRAFT, to unite with growing plant by insertion
	GRANTS AGNRST GRANT, to bestow upon
	GRATED ADEGRT GRATE, to reduce to shreds by rubbing
	GRATES AEGRST GRATE, to reduce to shreds by rubbing
	GREENS EEGNRS GREEN, to become green
	GREETS EEGRST GREET, to address in friendly and courteous way
	GRINDS DGINRS GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction
	GROOMS GMOORS GROOM, to clean and care for
	GROOVE EGOORV to form groove (long, narrow depression)
	GROUND DGNORU GRIND, to wear, smooth, or sharpen by friction / to place on foundation
	GROUPS GOPRSU GROUP, to arrange in group (assemblage of persons or things)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	H
	HAMMER AEHMMR to strike repeatedly
	HANDLE ADEHLN to touch with hands
	HANGED ADEGHN HANG, to attach from above only
	HARDEN ADEHNR to make hard
	HASHED ADEHHS HASH, to mince (to cut into very small pieces)
	HASHES AEHHSS HASH, to mince (to cut into very small pieces)
	HEARSE AEEHRS to transport in hearse (vehicle for conveying corpses)
	HEATED ADEEHT HEAT, to make hot
	HEELED DEEEHL HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe)
	HEMMED DEEHMM HEM, to provide with edge
	HINGED DEGHIN HINGE, to attach jointed device
	HINGES EGHINS HINGE, to attach jointed device
	HIRING GHIINR HIRE, to engage services of for payment
	HOUSED DEHOSU HOUSE, to lodge in house (building in which people live)
	HOUSES EHOSSU HOUSE, to lodge in house (building in which people live)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	I
	IGNITE EGIINT to set on fire
	IMAGED ADEGIM IMAGE, to imagine (to form mental picture of)
	IMAGES AEGIMS IMAGE, to imagine (to form mental picture of)
	IMPORT IMOPRT to bring into country from abroad
	IMPOSE EIMOPS to establish as compulsory
	INCITE  CEIINT  to arouse to action
	INCURS CINRSU INCUR, to bring upon oneself
	INDICT CDIINT to charge with crime
	INDUCE CDEINU to influence into doing something
	INDUCT CDINTU to bring into military service
	INFECT CEFINT to contaminate with disease-producing germs
	INFORM FIMNOR to supply with information
	INFUSE EFINSU to permeate with something
	INJECT  CEIJNT  to force fluid into
	INJURE EIJNRU to do or cause injury to
	INKING GIIKNN INK, to mark with ink (colored fluid used for writing)
	INSERT EINRST to put in
	INSURE EINRSU to guarantee against loss
	INTERS EINRST INTER, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth)
	INVADE ADEINV to enter for conquest or plunder
	INVENT EINNTV to devise originally
	INVEST EINSTV to commit something of value for future profit
	INVITE  EIINTV  to request presence of
	INVOKE EIKNOV to appeal to for aid
	ISSUED DEISSU ISSUE, to come forth
	ISSUES EISSSU ISSUE, to come forth
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	J
	JACKET ACEJKT to provide with jacket (short coat)
	JIGGED DEGGIJ JIG, to bob (to move up and down)
	JIGGER EGGIJR to jerk up and down
	JOINED DEIJNO JOIN, to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)
	JUDGED DDEGJU JUDGE, to decide on critically
	JUDGES DEGJSU JUDGE, to decide on critically
	JUGGLE EGGJLU to perform feats of manual dexterity
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	K
	KEYING EGIKNY KEY, to provide with key (device used to turn bolt in lock)
	KINDLE DEIKLN to cause to burn
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	L
	LABELS ABELLS LABEL, to describe or designate
	LACING ACGILN LACE, to fasten by means of lace (cord for drawing together two edges)
	LANDED ADDELN LAND, to set down upon land (solid ground)
	LAPSED ADELPS LAPSE, to fall from previous standard
	LAPSES AELPSS LAPSE, to fall from previous standard
	LAUNCH ACHLNU to set in motion
	LAYING AGILNY LAY, LIE, to be in or get into horizontal position
	LEARNS AELNRS LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study
	LEARNT AELNRT LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study
	LEASED ADEELS LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent
	LEASES AEELSS LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent
	LEGATE AEEGLT to bequeath (to grant by testament)
	LETTER EELRTT to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds)
	LEVANT AELNTV to avoid debt
	LIGHTS GHILST LIGHT, to illuminate
	LINING GIILNN LINE, to mark with lines (slender, continuous marks)
	LINKED DEIKLN LINK, to connect (to join together)
	LISTED DEILST LIST, to write down in particular order
	LISTEN EILNST to make conscious use of sense of hearing
	LIVING GIILNV LIVE, to function as animal or plant
	LOADED ADDELO LOAD, to place in or on means of conveyance
	LOANED ADELNO LOAN, to lend (to give temporary use of)
	LOCATE ACELOT to determine position of
	LOCKED CDEKLO LOCK, to secure by means of mechanical fastening device
	LOOKED DEKLOO LOOK, to use one's eyes in seeing
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	M
	MAILED ADEILM MAIL, to send by governmental postal system
	MAKING AGIKMN MAKE, to cause to exist
	MANNED ADEMNN MAN, to supply with men
	MAPPED ADEMPP MAP, to delineate on map (representation of region)
	MARKED ADEKMR MARK, to make visible impression on
	MARKET AEKMRT to offer for sale
	MASTER AEMRST to become skilled in
	MATING AGIMNT MATE, to join as mates (partners in union)
	MELTED DEELMT MELT, to change from solid to liquid state by heat
	MENDED DDEEMN MEND, to repair (to restore to good condition)
	MERGED DEEGMR MERGE, to combine (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together))
	MERGES EEGMRS MERGE, to combine (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together))
	MINDED DDEIMN MIND, to heed (to pay attention to)
	MINTED DEIMNT MINT, to produce by stamping metal, as coins
	MIXING GIIMNX MIX, to put together into one mass
	MODELS DELMOS MODEL, to plan or form after pattern
	MODIFY DFIMOY to change in form or character
	MOLDED DDELMO MOLD, to work into particular shape
	MOTION IMNOOT to signal by bodily movement
	MOULDS DLMOSU MOULD, to mold (to work into particular shape)
	MOUNTS MNOSTU MOUNT, to get up on
	MOVING GIMNOV MOVE, to change from one position to another
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	N
	NAILED ADEILN NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)
	NAMING AGIMNN NAME, to give title to
	NESTED DEENST NEST, to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)
	NOTIFY FINOTY to inform (to supply with information)
	NOVATE AENOTV to replace old contract with new one
	NUMBER BEMNRU to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	O
	OBJECT BCEJOT to argue in opposition
	OBTAIN ABINOT to gain possession of
	OCCUPY CCOPUY to engage attention or energies of
	OCCURS CCORSU OCCUR, to take place
	OFFEND DEFFNO to commit offense
	OFFERS EFFORS OFFER, to present for acceptance or rejection
	OILING GIILNO OIL, to supply with oil (greasy liquid used for lubrication, fuel, or illumination)
	OPENED DEENOP OPEN, to cause to become open
	OPPOSE EOOPPS to be in contention or conflict with
	ORDAIN ADINOR to invest with holy authority
	ORDERS DEORRS ORDER, to give command or instruction to
	ORIENT EINORT to adjust in relation to something else
	OUTFIT FIOTTU to equip (to provide with whatever is needed)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	P
	PACIFY  ACFIPY  to make peaceful
	PACKED ACDEKP PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage
	PAINTS AINPST PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)
	PAIRED ADEIPR PAIR, to arrange in sets of two
	PANELS AELNPS PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material
	PAPERS AEPPRS PAPER, to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)
	PARKED ADEKPR PARK, to leave vehicle in location for time
	PASSED ADEPSS PASS, to go by
	PASSES AEPSSS PASS, to go by
	PASTED ADEPST PASTE, to fasten with sticky mixture
	PAVING AGINPV PAVE, to cover with material that forms firm, level surface
	PAYING AGINPY PAY, to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services
	PEALED ADEELP PEAL, to ring out
	PEGGED DEEGGP PEG, to fasten with peg (wooden pin)
	PEOPLE EELOPP to furnish with inhabitants
	PERKED DEEKPR PERK, to prepare (coffee) in percolator
	PHRASE AEHPRS to express in words
	PINING GIINNP PINE, to yearn intensely
	PINNED DEINNP PIN, to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal)
	PLACED ACDELP PLACE, to set in particular position
	PLACES ACELPS PLACE, to set in particular position
	PLANTS ALNPST PLANT, to place in ground for growing
	PLATED ADELPT PLATE, to coat with thin layer of metal
	PLATES AELPST PLATE, to coat with thin layer of metal
	PLAYED ADELPY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport
	PLEADS ADELPS PLEAD, to ask for earnestly
	PLEDGE DEEGLP to give as security for something borrowed
	PLOWED DELOPW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement)
	PLUMBS BLMPSU PLUMB, to determine depth of
	PLUNGE EGLNPU to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something
	PLYING GILNPY PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly
	POINTS INOPST POINT, to indicate direction with finger
	POLISH HILOPS to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing
	POLLED DELLOP POLL, to question for purpose of surveying public opinion
	PORTED DEOPRT PORT, to shift to left side
	PORTER EOPRRT to carry luggage for pay
	POSING GINOPS POSE, to assume fixed position
	POSITS IOPSST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position)
	POTTED DEOPTT POT, to put in pot (round, fairly deep container)
	POURED DEOPRU POUR, to cause to flow
	POWERS EOPRSW POWER, to provide with means of propulsion
	PRICED CDEIPR PRICE, to set value on
	PRICES CEIPRS PRICE, to set value on
	PRINTS INPRST PRINT, to produce by pressed type on surface
	PRISED DEIPRS PRISE, to raise or force with lever
	PRISES EIPRSS PRISE, to raise or force with lever
	PROBED BDEOPR PROBE, to investigate or examine thoroughly
	PROBES BEOPRS PROBE, to investigate or examine thoroughly
	PROOFS FOOPRS PROOF, to examine for errors
	PROVED DEOPRV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of
	PROVES EOPRSV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of
	PULSED DELPSU PULSE, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically)
	PULSES ELPSSU PULSE, to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically)
	PUMPED DEMPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids)
	PURIFY FIPRUY to free from impurities
	PURSUE EPRSUU to follow in order to overtake or capture
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	Q
	QUESTS EQSSTU QUEST, to make search
	QUIRED DEIQRU QUIRE, to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four
	QUIRES EIQRSU QUIRE, to arrange sheets of paper in sets of twenty-four
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	R
	RACKED ACDEKR RACK, to place in type of framework
	RAISED ADEIRS RAISE, to move to higher position
	RAISES AEIRSS RAISE, to move to higher position
	RECORD CDEORR to set down for preservation
	REMIND DEIMNR to cause to remember
	RENTED DEENRT RENT, REND, to tear apart forcibly
	REPEAT AEEPRT to say or do again
	REVIEW EEIRVW to view again
	REWARD ADERRW to give recompense to for worthy behavior
	RIGGED DEGGIR RIG, to put in proper condition for use
	RISING GIINRS RISE, to move upward
	ROLLED DELLOR ROLL, to move along by repeatedly turning over
	ROOFED DEFOOR ROOF, to provide with roof (external upper covering of building)
	ROUTED DEORTU ROUT, to defeat overwhelmingly / ROUTE, to send on particular course
	ROUTES EORSTU ROUTE, to send on particular course
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	S
	SADDLE ADDELS to put saddle (leather seat for rider) on
	SAILED ADEILS SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind
	SALUTE AELSTU to greet with sign of welcome or respect
	SAMPLE AELMPS to test representative portion of whole
	SAWING AGINSW SAW, SEE, to perceive with eyes
	SAYING AGINSY SAY, to utter (to give audible expression to)
	SCALED ACDELS SCALE, to climb up or over
	SCALES ACELSS SCALE, to climb up or over
	SCHOOL CHLOOS to educate in institution of learning
	SCORED CDEORS SCORE, to make point in game or contest
	SCORES CEORSS SCORE, to make point in game or contest
	SCREEN CEENRS to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)
	SCRIPT CIPRST to prepare written text for, as play or motion picture
	SCULPT CLPSTU to form image or representation of from solid material
	SEALED ADEELS SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage
	SEARCH ACEHRS to look through or over carefully in order to find something
	SEASON AENOSS to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients
	SEATED ADEEST SEAT, to place on seat (something on which one sits)
	SECURE CEERSU to make firm or tight
	SEEDED DDEEES SEED, to plant seeds (propagative plant structures) in
	SEEING EEGINS SEE, to perceive with eyes
	SEIZED DEEISZ SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly
	SEIZES EEISSZ SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly
	SELECT CEELST to choose (to take by preference)
	SERVED DEERSV SERVE, to work for
	SERVES EERSSV SERVE, to work for
	SETTLE EELSTT SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread
	SHAPED ADEHPS SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to
	SHAPES AEHPSS SHAPE, to give shape (outward form) to
	SHAVED ADEHSV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots
	SHAVEN AEHNSV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots
	SHAVES AEHSSV SHAVE, to sever hair close to roots
	SHINED DEHINS SHINE, to emit light
	SHINES EHINSS SHINE, to emit light
	SHOOTS HOOSST SHOOT, to hit, wound, or kill with missile discharged from weapon
	SHOWED DEHOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen
	SHOWER EHORSW to bathe in spray of water
	SIDING DGIINS SIDE, to agree with or support
	SIFTED DEFIST SIFT, to sieve (to pass through sieve (utensil for separating coarse parts from fine parts of loose matter))
	SIGHTS GHISST SIGHT, to observe or notice
	SIGNED DEGINS SIGN, to write one's name on
	SILVER EILRSV to cover with silver (metallic element)
	SISTER EIRSST to treat like sister (female sibling)
	SITING GIINST SITE, to place in position for operation
	SIZING GIINSZ SIZE, to arrange according to size (physical proportions)
	SKETCH CEHKST to make rough, hasty drawing of
	SLATED ADELST SLATE, to cover with slate (roofing material)
	SLATES AELSST SLATE, to cover with slate (roofing material)
	SMELTS ELMSST SMELT, SMELL, to perceive by means of olfactory nerves
	SMOOTH HMOOST to make smooth
	SOAKED ADEKOS SOAK, to wet something thoroughly
	SODDED DDDEOS SOD, to cover with sod (turf)
	SOFTEN EFNOST to make soft
	SOLDER DELORS to join closely together
	SOLING GILNOS SOLE, to furnish with sole (bottom surface of shoe or boot)
	SOLVED DELOSV SOLVE, to find answer or explanation for
	SOLVES ELOSSV SOLVE, to find answer or explanation for
	SORBED BDEORS SORB, to take up and hold by absorption or adsorption
	SORTED DEORST SORT, to arrange according to kind, class, or size
	SOUGHT GHOSTU SEEK, to go in search of
	SOUNDS DNOSSU SOUND, to make sound (something that stimulates auditory receptors)
	SOURCE CEORSU to obtain from point of origin
	SOWING GINOSW SOW, to scatter over land for growth, as seed
	SPACED ACDEPS SPACE, to set some distance apart
	SPACES ACEPSS SPACE, to set some distance apart
	SPADED ADDEPS SPADE, to take up with spade (digging implement)
	SPADES ADEPSS SPADE, to take up with spade (digging implement)
	SPEAKS AEKPSS SPEAK, to utter words
	SPECTS CEPSST SPECT, to expect (to anticipate)
	SPELLS ELLPSS SPELL, to name or write letters of in order
	SPIRED DEIPRS SPIRE, to rise in tapering manner
	SPIRES EIPRSS SPIRE, to rise in tapering manner
	SPITED DEIPST SPITE, to treat with malice
	SPITES EIPSST SPITE, to treat with malice
	SPLICE  CEILPS  to join at ends
	SPLITS  ILPSST  SPLIT, to separate lengthwise
	SPOKEN EKNOPS SPEAK, to utter words
	SPOOLS LOOPSS SPOOL, to wind on small cylinder
	SPRANG AGNPRS SPRING, to move upward suddenly and swiftly
	SPRAYS APRSSY SPRAY, to disperse in fine particles
	SPREAD ADEPRS to open or expand over larger area
	SPRING GINPRS to move upward suddenly and swiftly
	SPROUT OPRSTU to begin to grow
	SPRUNG GNPRSU SPRING, to move upward suddenly and swiftly
	STABLE ABELST to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals)
	STACKS ACKSST STACK, to pile (to lay one upon other)
	STAFFS AFFSST STAFF, to provide with staff (body of assistants)
	STAGED ADEGST STAGE, to produce for public view
	STAGES AEGSST STAGE, to produce for public view
	STAMPS AMPSST STAMP, to bring foot down heavily
	STARTS ARSSTT START, to set out
	STATED ADESTT STATE, to set forth in words
	STATES AESSTT STATE, to set forth in words
	STITCH CHISTT to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle
	STOCKS CKOSST STOCK, to keep for future sale or use
	STOKED DEKOST STOKE, to supply furnace with fuel
	STOKES EKOSST STOKE, to supply furnace with fuel
	STORED DEORST STORE, to put away for future use
	STORES EORSST STORE, to put away for future use
	STRAIN AINRST to exert to utmost
	STRESS ERSSST to place emphasis on
	STRIKE EIKRST to hit forcibly
	STRING GINRST to provide with strings (slender cords)
	STRIVE EIRSTV to exert much effort or energy
	STROVE EORSTV STRIVE, to exert much effort or energy
	STRUCK CKRSTU STRIKE, to hit forcibly
	STRUNG GNRSTU STRING, to provide with strings (slender cords)
	STUFFS FFSSTU STUFF, to fill or pack tightly
	STYLED DELSTY STYLE, to name (to give title to)
	STYLES ELSSTY STYLE, to name (to give title to)
	SUBMIT BIMSTU to yield to power of another
	SUMMON MMNOSU to order to appear
	SUPPLY LPPSUY to furnish with what is needed
	SURGED DEGRSU SURGE, to move in swelling manner
	SURGES EGRSSU SURGE, to move in swelling manner
	SURVEY ERSUVY to determine boundaries, area, or elevations of by measuring angles and distances
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	T
	TABLES ABELST TABLE, to place on table (piece of furniture having flat upper surface)
	TACKED ACDEKT TACK, to fasten with tacks (short, sharp-pointed nails)
	TACKLE ACEKLT to seize and throw to ground
	TAGGED ADEGGT TAG, to provide with tag (identifying marker)
	TAILED ADEILT TAIL, to provide with tail (hindmost part)
	TAILOR AILORT to fit with clothes
	TAKING AGIKNT TAKE, to get possession of
	TAPING AGINPT TAPE, to fasten with tape (long, narrow strip or band)
	TARGET AEGRTT to make goal of
	TASTED ADESTT TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth
	TASTES AESSTT TASTE, to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth
	TAUGHT AGHTTU TEACH, to impart knowledge or skill to
	TAXING AGINTX TAX, to place tax (charge imposed by authority for public purposes) on
	TEAMED ADEEMT TEAM, to form team (group of persons associated in joint action)
	TEMPER EEMPRT to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent
	TESTED DEESTT TEST, to evaluate by examination
	THINKS HIKNST THINK, to formulate in mind
	THREAD ADEHRT to pass thread (very slender cord) through
	TIEING EGIINT TIE, to fasten with cord or rope
	TILING  GIILNT   TILE, to cover with tiles (thin slabs of baked clay)
	TIMING GIIMNT TIME, to determine speed or duration of
	TINTED DEINTT TINT, to color slightly or delicately
	TIRING GIINRT TIRE, to grow tired
	TITLED DEILTT TITLE, to furnish with title (distinctive appellation)
	TITLES  EILSTT  TITLE, to furnish with title (distinctive appellation)
	TOOLED DELOOT TOOL, to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)
	TOTALS ALOSTT TOTAL, to ascertain entire amount of
	TRACED ACDERT TRACE, to follow course of
	TRACES ACERST TRACE, to follow course of
	TRACKS ACKRST TRACK, to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle
	TRAINS AINRST TRAIN, to instruct systematically
	TREADS ADERST TREAD, to walk on, over, or along
	TREATS AERSTT TREAT, to behave in particular way toward
	TRENCH CEHNRT to dig long, narrow excavation in ground
	TRIALS AILRST TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance
	TRYING GINRTY TRY, to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)
	TUNING GINNTU TUNE, to put into proper pitch
	TURNED DENRTU TURN, to move around central point
	TWEETS EESTTW TWEET, to chirp (to utter short, shrill sound)
	TWISTS ISSTTW TWIST, to combine by winding together
	TYPING GINPTY TYPE, to write with typewriter
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	U
	UNITED DEINTU UNITE, to bring together so as to form whole
	UNITES EINSTU UNITE, to bring together so as to form whole
	UTTERS ERSTTU UTTER, to give audible expression to
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	V
	VALUED ADELUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of
	VALUES AELSUV VALUE, to estimate value (quality that renders thing useful or desirable) of
	VAMPED ADEMPV VAMP, to repair or patch
	VEALED ADEELV VEAL, to kill and prepare calf for food
	VENGED DEEGNV VENGE, to avenge (to exact retribution for)
	VENGES EEGNSV VENGE, to avenge (to exact retribution for)
	VERIFY EFIRVY to prove to be true
	VERSED DEERSV VERSE, to versify (to change from prose into metrical form)
	VERSES EERSSV VERSE, to versify (to change from prose into metrical form)
	VESTED DEESTV VEST, to place in control of
	VETTED DEETTV VET, to treat animals medically
	VIEWED DEEIVW VIEW, to look at
	VISING GIINSV VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device)
	VISION IINOSV to imagine (to form mental picture of)
	VISITS  IISSTV  VISIT, to go or come to see someone or something
	VISORS IORSSV VISOR, to provide with visor (projecting brim)
	VIVIFY  FIIVVY  to give life to
	VOICED CDEIOV VOICE, to express or utter
	VOICES CEIOSV VOICE, to express or utter
	VOLTED DELOTV VOLT, to make quick movement in fencing to avoid thrust
	VOTING GINOTV VOTE, to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	W
	WAKENS AEKNSW WAKEN, to wake (to rouse from sleep)
	WAKING AGIKNW WAKE, to rouse from sleep
	WARDED ADDERW WARD, to turn aside
	WARMED ADEMRW WARM, to make warm
	WASHED ADEHSW WASH, to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid
	WASHES AEHSSW WASH, to cleanse by immersing in or applying liquid
	WAXING AGINWX WAX, to coat with wax (natural, heat-sensitive substance)
	WEAVED ADEEVW WEAVE, to form by interlacing threads
	WEAVES AEESVW WEAVE, to form by interlacing threads
	WEDDED DDDEEW WED, to marry (to enter into marriage)
	WEIGHS EGHISW WEIGH, to determine weight of
	WELDED DDEELW WELD, to join by applying heat
	WETTED DEETTW WET, to make wet
	WIDENS DEINSW WIDEN, to make wide or wider
	WINDED DDEINW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center
	WIRING GIINRW WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal)
	WORDED DDEORW WORD, to express in words (speech sounds that communicate meaning)
	WORKED DEKORW WORK, to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose
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	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	X
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	Y
	Verb can be done again with front RE- 6s
	Z
	ZEROED DEEORZ ZERO, to aim at exact center of target
	ZEROES EEORSZ ZERO, to aim at exact center of target
	ZONING GINNOZ ZONE, to arrange in zones (areas distinguished from other adjacent areas)

